
 
WOODBRIDGE TOWN COUNCIL 

Shire Hall   Market Hill   Woodbridge   Suffolk   IP12 4LP 
Locum Town Clerk:  Mr G E Diaper 

Tel:  01394 383599 
Email:  townclerk@woodbridge-suffolk.gov.uk  

 

 
 

TO MEMBERS OF THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY COMMITTEE 
  

     Cllr Bale     Cllr Sanders 
Cllr Lady Blois  Cllr Wilks   

     Cllr O’Nolan   
 

Jane Healey  David Thomas 
   Gaia Rodgers  Pam Watson 
      

You are hereby summoned to attend the MEETING of the CLIMATE EMERGENCY 
COMMITTEE to be held virtually on: MONDAY 12TH OCTOBER 2020 at 6.00PM 

          
Greg Diaper 
Locum Town Clerk  
7th October 2020 

 
Public Attendance 
Members of the public and press are welcome to join the Zoom meeting.  Members of the 
public will be invited to give their views/questions the Town Council on issues on the agenda, 
or raise issues for consideration or inclusion at future meetings.  This item will be limited to 
30 minutes duration but may be extended at the discretion of the Mayor. The Zoom login 
details are provided below; 
 
Join Zoom Meeting 
 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89025300953?pwd=LzFvMnNRdGhLeGgyTDJYL3pPS3NQQT09 
 
Meeting ID: 890 2530 0953 
Passcode: 334621 
 
 
AGENDA 
 
1. APOLOGIES 

To receive apologies for absence. 
 

mailto:townclerk@woodbridge-suffolk.gov.uk
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89025300953?pwd=LzFvMnNRdGhLeGgyTDJYL3pPS3NQQT09


2. TO RECEIVE DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
Members and officers are invited to make any declarations of Disclosable Pecuniary 
or Local Non-Pecuniary Interests that they may have in relation to items on the 
Agenda and are also reminded to make any declarations at any stage during the 
meeting if it becomes apparent that this may be required when a particular item or 
issue is considered. 

 
3. TO CONSIDER REQUEST FOR DISPENSATIONS 

Councillors with a Pecuniary Interest in an item on this Agenda, who wish to remain, 
speak and/or vote during consideration of that item, may apply for a dispensation in 
writing to the Town Clerk prior to the meeting.  Applications may also be considered 
at the meeting itself should the nature of the interest become apparent to a 
Councillor at the time of the meeting. 

 
4. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME 

15 minutes maximum. 
 

5. TO RECEIVE AND APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD 14TH SEPTEMBER 
2020 
 

6. TO AGREE TO PROCEED WITH MASS TREES PLANTING OUTSIDE OF THE “TINY 

FORESTS” SCHEME  – ATTACHED 

 
7. TO NOTE THE DATES FOR THE YOUNG PERSON’S AWARENESS RAISING SESSIONS 

RUN IN CONJUNCTION WITH SUFFOLK WILDLIFE TRUST - ATTACHED 

 
8. TO RECEIVE AN UPDATE FROM TRANSITION WOODBRIDGE REGARDING 

HEDGEROWS 

 
9. TO CONSIDER THE OPTIONS FOR WATER HARVESTING 

 
10. TO NOTE THE EXISTING MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR TOWN COUNCIL LANDS 

CONTAINED IN THE GROUNDS MAINTENANCE CONTRACT - ATTACHED 

 
11. TO FURTHER CONSIDER HOW THE TOWN COUNCIL CAN CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS 

REDUCING CARBON EMISSIONS – ATTACHED 

 
12. TO CONSIDER HOLDING AN ANNUAL COMMUNITY CONVERSATION - ATTACHED 

 
13. TO CONSIDER ESTABLISHING A “SPEAKERS CORNER” ON MARKET HILL - ATTACHED 

 
14. TO CREATE A COMMUNITY GARDEN OR ALLOTMENTS IN AN EXISTING PARK - 

ATTACHED 

 



15. TO RECEIVE AN UPDATE ON PROGRESS ON THE MATTERS AGREED AT 14th 

SEPTEMBER MEETING - ATTACHED 

 
16. TO NOTE THE PROGRESS MADE PRE-COVID ON THE ACTION PLAN AGREED IN 

NOVEMBER 2019 – ATTACHED 

 
17. CLOSURE 
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WOODBRIDGE TOWN COUNCIL 
 
Minutes of an on-line meeting of the CLIMATE EMERGENCY COMMITTEE held on MONDAY 14TH 
SEPTEMBER 2020 at 6pm  
 
Councillors:    
 
Present:  S Bale, O Nolan and M Wilks 
 
Non-Council  
Members:  J Healey, G Rodgers, D Thomas 
 
Absent without 
Apologies :  Lady C Blois and R Sanders 
                
In Attendance: Locum Deputy Town Clerk, Councillor Wash (except 366-370), Charlie Zakas 
   (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)  and three members of the public 
 
  Action 

366. 

 

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

 
There were no apologies for absence. 
 

 

367. TO RECEIVE DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

No Members had any Disclosable Pecuniary or Local Non-Pecuniary Interests in 
relation to items on the Agenda. 
 

 

368. TO CONSIDER REQUEST FOR DISPENSATIONS 

There were no requests from Councillors with a Pecuniary Interest in an item on 
this Agenda for a dispensation. 
 

 

369. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME 

 
There were no questions from the public. 

 

 

370. TO RECEIVE AND APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD 12TH AUGUST 

2020 

 
In respect of Minute No.289 it was asked that item (e) be amended to indicate that 
this group, with volunteers, would also assist with sowing in Elmhurst Park.  With 
this minor amendment the Committee agreed and approved the signing of the 
minutes of the meeting held 12th August 2020 as a true record. 
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371. TO NOTE THE STATUS OF THE PREVIOUSLY-AGREED REPLANTING OF 

BROOMHEATH 

The Committee noted the status of the previously-agreed replanting of 
Broomheath and agreed to refer the item to the Amenities Committee for that 
Committee’s agreement to funding. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

372. TO AGREE TO REGISTER WOODBRIDGE AS AN EARTH PROTECTOR TOWN 

The Committee agreed to register Woodbridge as an earth protector town. 
 

 

373. TO RECEIVE AN UPDATE ON PROGRESS ON THE MATTERS AGREED AT 12th AUGUST 

MEETING 

The Committee received an update on progress on the matters agreed at 12th 
August meeting and agreed further action as appropriate: - 
 

a) Transition Woodbridge had supplied an updated wildlife corridors map 

and a map of their community plantings in the town. 

b) Councillor O’Nolan and Pam Watson had drafted some scheme signage 

for Elmhurst Park illustrating the concept and the need.  The Locum 

Deputy Town Clerk was asked to seek quotations for appropriate shaped 

signage.  As part of the raising awareness of the need for rewilding and 

changed planting it was agreed that the Locum Deputy Town Clerk 

would liaise with Suffolk Wildlife Trust to run a series of young person’s 

awareness-raising sessions, with a budget of £250 towards consumable 

materials. 

c) The order for woody shrubs had been placed so that they could be 

delivered and planted in the autumn. 

d) The composition of the seed for the wildflower meadow had been 

agreed and the seed was on order. 

e) The new COVID19 restrictions had delayed the call for volunteers to 

both spread additional imported biomass and then rake it off (Jane 

Healey, Hilary Whyard and Councillor Bale had previously offered their 

services both for this and sowing the new seed mix). 

f) It had not been possible as yet to source a supply of biomass to import. 

g) The recommendation to Full Council that the sum of £10,000 be spent 

from this Committee’s budget to a Tiny Forest project would go to the 

meeting of Full Council on 22nd September. 

h) The Locum Deputy Town Clerk reported that all funding streams were 

being directed to COVID19 and recovery in 2020. 
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i) The Committee agreed to commission Earthwatch on a Tiny Forest 

project on a site to be agreed. 

j) Potential sites for a Tiny Forest project were still under review. 

k) The Locum Deputy Town Clerk reported that the Urban Tree Fund had 

closed. 

l) The Committee agreed to recommend to Full Council that the Council 

engage professional public relations expertise to promote the Council, 

and this Committee’s schemes better. 

m) It was agreed to defer the hosting of webinars to promote the climate 

emergency message at this time. 

n) It was agreed to set up a Working Party comprising Jane Healey, Charlie 

Zakas and Transition Woodbridge to further consider where new hedges 

could be created. 

o) It was agreed to defer the consideration of how to better conserve water 
at this time. 
 

It was further agreed that the Locum Deputy Town Clerk be asked to enquire of 
Suffolk County Council how the Tetrapaks collected at the recycling centre were 
being processed. 
 

374. CLOSURE 

 
The meeting was closed at 7.12pm. 
 

 

 
 

Councillor O’Nolan 
Chair 



 
 
 
ITEM 6 
TO AGREE TO PROCEED WITH MASS TREES PLANTING OUTSIDE OF THE “TINY FORESTS” 
SCHEME  
The Committee previously recommended to Council to register with Earthwatch as part of 
a funding application towards a “Tiny Forest”, on a site yet to be identified.  Further 
investigations into Earthwatch, who hold the franchise for “Tiny Forests” in the uk have 
raised concerns into their green credentials, and Members are recommended not to 
proceed further with their participation. 
 
However, the concept, mass tree planting, perhaps in a number of smaller sites across the 
Council’s landholding, remains a positive contributor towards reducing carbon emissions in 
Woodbridge and Members are recommended to agree to proceeding with this project.  For 
Trademark reasons they cannot be titled “Tiny Forests”, but the concept can be freely 
copied. 
 
Members are to note the above and agree the identification of sites for mass tree planting 
by the Council independently of Earthwatch. 
 
 
 
ITEM 7 
Suffolk Wildlife Trust will be running three sessions each day, Wednesday to Saturday, 
during half-term.  The first two each day, at 10am and 11am, limited to (approximately) ten 
participants each, will only be available if pre-booked, and the last session at 12noon will be 
bookable in Elmhurst Park on the day. 
 
This item is for information only 
 
 
 
ITEM 10 
TO NOTE THE EXISTING MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR TOWN COUNCIL LANDS CONTAINED IN 
THE GROUNDS MAINTENANCE CONTRACT 
 
The management plans contained within the Council’s current Grounds Maintenance 
Contract have been circulated separately. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
ITEM 11 
TO FURTHER CONSIDER HOW THE TOWN COUNCIL CAN CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS REDUCING 
CARBON EMISSIONS 
 
A paper submitted by Councillor Sanders to stimulate debate 
 
 Introduction  
There is little doubt that climate change is leading to globally higher temperatures and that 
rising sea level are an inevitable consequence. Local high emissions have been linked in 
many major urban areas to increased respiratory illness symptoms and statistics suggest 
there is a link to respiratory illness severity and death.  
 
Benefits will thus accrue in term of reducing climate change from reducing the global 
imbalance of carbon emissions to carbon sinks. Further local initiatives in any part of the 
world will aid this process globally. Similarly, methane emissions and some other volatile 
gasses have an impact without known sink mechanisms.  
 
Authoritative sources indicate the sooner the carbon imbalance is reduced the better to 
avoid the possible development of near irreversible impact on sea levels leading to loss land 
inhabited by very densely populated area e.g. Bangladesh and of many fragile wetland 
habitats. The demand of immediate reductions is a core principle of Extinction Rebellion 
(‘ER’) and other similar organisations.  
 
Options  
There are a wide range of options, but they all fall within the following categories set out in 
an energy priority hierarchy (cf waste hierarchy) – the most effective at the top and the 
least at the base:  
• • Replacement of carbon emitting appliances/devices  

• • Reduced energy use  

• • Carbon offsetting  
 
Currently options being considered by WTC Climate Emergency(CE) Committee fall into the 
two lowest categories i.e. tiny forests is effectively carbon offsetting, rewilding results in 
reduced energy use but both also have a focus on biodiversity as well as impact on carbon 
emissions.  
 
Replacement of carbon emitting appliances/devices  
Retail premises in Woodbridge are almost wholly heated by air source heat pumps in the 
form of air conditioning units and these can be powered by renewable non carbon 
resources. There however is increasing use of wood fired cooking methods in local 
restaurants which usually have poor efficiency n use of carbon based fuel, 0.1kg of carbon 
emitted for 1kg of wood, and can produce more toxic gasses if the wood and burners are 
incorrectly stored/used. There is a debate amongst environmentalist as to whether wood 
burning is acceptable as this is only using stored carbon and new trees can be planted but I 



am not aware of any commitment by suppliers to plant new trees. Oil and gas are also stored 
carbon – just held underground. In my view WTC CE committee should consider engaging 
with restaurants who use this method of cooking to point out the environmental impact.  
 
I do not have data on heating systems for non-retail units. However, boatyards such as 
Everson’s use diesel powered cranes which emit large plumes of highly visible pollutants 
and presumably high volumes of CO2. Again, in my view WTC CE committee should consider 
engaging with these companies.  
 
Private individuals primarily use carbon-based resources for heating, lighting, cooking and 
transportation, on average heating (and cooking) and transportation. Government statistics 
indicate each emits around 14% of the total UK greenhouse gas production i.e. a total of 
28%. 
 
In Woodbridge for private residences there is a high dependence of gas fired boilers. A 
typical modern small 3 bedroom house with a gas boiler will emit around 2.2-2.5 tonnes of 
carbon dioxide/year (equates to 670-760kg carbon/yr), the lower figure for a high efficiency 
condensing boiler, the higher for a lower efficiency non-condensing boiler. For a larger older 
property, these figures will be at the very least double that figure.  
 
The current government Green Deal offer will part or wholly fund, depending on property 
size and income, air source or ground source heat pump alternatives which can be powered 
by renewable electricity alone. In my view WTC CE committee should publicly encourage 
replacing boilers with air or ground source heat pumps.  
 
The other main private resident carbon emission source is transportation. In Woodbridge 
there is currently no non carbon emitting public transport alternative to the private car for 
common medium distance journeys (2-10 miles). The ability for Woodbridge Town Council 
to alter this situation is very low. Electrification of the railway is highly unlikely particularly 
with current low levels of use. Electric buses are not a currently viable alternative for rural 
services and, even for urban services, are now considered by European authorities adopting 
non-renewable bus networks to be less viable than hydrogen powered units.  
 
Private cars predominate in Woodbridge and the vast majority are petrol or diesel with a 
small percentage of non-plug in hybrids and a very limited number of fully electric cars. The 
paucity of the latter is in part due to a large part of the housing stock in central Woodbridge 
having no feasible ability to charge at home and a very limited public vehicle charging 
network.  
 
The vast majority of fossil fuel powered cars produce between 100 and 200g of carbon 
dioxide per kilometre in emissions (based on official testing) so take say 150g as an average 
(high for an average modern cars, low for an average older car) and in the UK an average 
mileage annually is roughly 14,000 kms (8,750miles). One average car thus produces 
2,100kg of carbon dioxide in a year (and that assumes it is serviced well - older cars often 
aren't and produce more anyway). Using atomic weights, the actual carbon emission per 
average car is 2100 x 14/46= 640kg/year. This is thus similar to the emissions from a gas 
boiler for a small house. It should be noted in passing that real life CO2 emissions as 



measured by Emission Analytics, show certain cars emit far more CO2 than official figures 
indicate.  
 
The adoption of electric cars is however increasing in Woodbridge but is a solution for only 
a small percentage of the population because of the above restrictions. Centrally placed 
high capacity charging units are highly unlikely to be feasible as there appears to be very 
limited access to high capacity feeder cables close to town centre car parks. Street based 
charging is also likely to be limited to the capacity of the local street grid which limits 
adoption even where residents can have home chargers. Major grid upgrades are the only 
way for greater adoption of electric cars in Woodbridge and WTC are unlikely to be able to 
influence the Nation Grid Corporation to invest heavily in a small market town. Power 
companies are also now seeking to control use of house chargers to periods of low demand 
meaning reliance of an electric car being ready for use will become uncertain.  
 
In my view for Woodbridge will benefit most in the longer term (5-10 years) from 
development of hydrogen fuelled vehicles. In the meantime, offsetting of carbon emissions 
by private car users should be encouraged by WTC CE committee – match funding may be 
a possible beneficial way forward?  
 
Reduced energy use  
Where it is not possible or practical to change from carbon-based energy use to non-carbon 
alternatives then reduced use of more efficient use should be encouraged.  
 
With residential gas heating conventional wisdom has been to upgrade to a condensing 
boiler but the carbon saving is only in the order of 15% and these boilers have short lives 
(8-12years). The carbon used in production is significant. Modern wisdom is to switch to 
heat pumps and/or solar thermal for water heating. Where boiler replacement is not due a 
switch to solar thermal for water heating can reduce caron emissions significantly 
particularly in summer.  
 
With transportation using petrol or diesel cars resident should be encouraged by WTC CE 
committee to walk or if not feasible use bicycles, if appropriate, electric bikes for the more 
elderly.  
 
A radical alternative might be to buy old but sound very high C02 emitting vehicles (based 
on reliable data from Emission Analytics not official CO2 ratings) for £2 to 4k and render 
them unusable and sell for scrap – for example any Subaru flat boxer engine car, many 
Renaults. Such an approach produced immediate carbon reduction results.  
 
WTC rewilding scheme effectively is a reduced energy use scheme as grass cutting by Norse 
remains by petrol driven mowers. Perhaps WTC should consider requesting Norse to switch 
to electric mowers. Should this occur rewilding will have negligible impact on carbon 
emissions but remains a biodiversity scheme.  
 
Carbon offsetting  
This approach tries to resolve issues by sponsoring projects to either install more efficient 
appliances/devices remote from the cardon emitting source or to install locally or remotely 



carbon sinks in the form of tree cover. Carbon offsetting remains a deeply controversial 
subject as reduction in direct carbon production is the most reliable and beneficial 
approach.  
 
Carbon offsetting is an established practice with some well established, audited and 
respected operators and some rather less respected unaudited ones. These primarily are 
based on  
• • Proving more sustainable cooking (cook stove projects) and energy resources (local 
solar power delivery) in underdeveloped countries with extensive rural areas.  

• • Tree planting worldwide  
 
The former provides an essentially immediate reduction in carbon emissions whereas the 
latter requires a significant number of years for the carbon sink to develop to its full 
capacity. The former is in line with ER and other environmental organisation desire for 
immediate reductions, the latter is not. Further the latter assumes that carbon sink is not 
lost due to felling or fire and if the latter carbon emissions result. It is thus a less secure and 
certain offsetting method. Many environmental sites such as 
https://www.ethicalconsumer.org/energy/short-guide-carbon-offsets at strongly opposed 
to tree planting, the key issue being uncertainty of permanence.  
 
In general offsetting schemes can provide offset for the gas boiler or modern car for an 
annual cost of around £120 - £150/year and thus for a household offsetting of all energy 
use could be achieved for around £250 - 300/year assuming no long distance travel for 
which additional offsetting would be necessary.  
 
WTC CE has proposed the development of tiny forests. On 
https://earthwatch.org.uk/working-with-business/tiny-forests it says after 4 years a whole 
tiny forest will absorb 450 - 600kg of carbon. So for every average car's emissions or gas 
boiler use you need a very efficient tiny forest to just about offset the carbon produced by 
that one average ca/ or gas boiler and then it will only do so after four years. I understand 
one tiny forest costs £25,000. Even with possible EU grants the cost is somewhere between 
£10,000 and £15,000 
 
The cost disparity between the benefits of traditional carbon offsetting and a tiny forest 
appear vast – the tiny forest being in the order of two magnitudes higher cost. Further my 
research show that such schemes are probably the least efficient means of impacting on 
carbon imbalance in the atmosphere and thus climate change. 
 
 
 
ITEM 12 
TO CONSIDER HOLDING AN ANNUAL COMMUNITY CONVERSATION  

To create an annual conversation where anyone from the community can come and add 

their ideas/thoughts on actions or things they would like to see around the town to progress 
net zero 



Members are recommended to hold an annual Community Conversation Event 

 

ITEM 13 
TO CONSIDER ESTABLISHING A “SPEAKERS CORNER” ON MARKET HILL  

To consider the creation of a stand somewhere (Shire Hall/Market Hill) for people to 

share/voice their hopes and fears about the climate. 

Members are recommended to further investigate this proposal 

 

 
ITEM 14 
TO CREATE A COMMUNITY GARDEN OR ALLOTMENTS IN AN EXISTING PARK 
 
To create a community garden or allotments in an existing park to bring the community 

together on a project and incorporate into management plan for the park area. 

 
Members are recommended to agree to this proposal and invite suggestions for potential 
sites to be taken to the November meeting of the Amenities Committee 
 
 
 
ITEM 15 
TO RECEIVE AN UPDATE ON PROGRESS ON THE MATTERS AGREED AT 12th AUGUST 
MEETING 
 
Some of these are on tonight’s agenda.  The remaining items are:- 

a) Scheme signage for Elmhurst Park illustrating the concept and the need – Locum 

Deputy Town Clerk obtaining estimates and sample designs 

b) The outstanding order for woody shrubs so that they could be delivered and 

planted in the autumn has been placed. 

c) The seed for the wildflower meadow has been ordered. 

d) Volunteers to both spread additional imported biomass and then rake it off have 

been found(Jane Healey, Hilary Whyard and Councillor Bale offered their 

services) 

e) To source a supply of biomass to import and place an order to do so. 

f) To allocate a sum of £10,000 from the Committee’s budget to a Tiny Forest 

project.  Full Council agreed to register an interest but did not agree the funding.  

When the mass tree planting is confirmed approval may be necessary if the cost 

exceeds £5,000. 

g) To instruct the Locum Deputy Town Clerk to source additional funding streams.  

National funders are concentrated on COVID19 and recovery. 



h) For Jane Healey, Pam Watson and David Thomas to identify potential sites for a 

Tiny Forest project.  Sites need to be confirmed with Amenities Committee. 

i) To investigate a source of trees via the Urban Tree Fund. Fund has ceased. 

j) To engage a PR team to promote the schemes better.  Councillor Nolan to update. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ITEM 16 
TO NOTE THE PROGRESS MADE PRE-COVID ON THE ACTION PLAN AGREED IN NOVEMBER 
2019 

 

Actions needed Target Who is responsible and progress made
date

Goal 3 - good health and wellbeing
move to a low carbon lifestyle
promote an eco-schools initiative Town Council & local schools
develop an environmental youth movement Town Council & schools
promote a 'nature therapy/green spaces' initiative
develop a public 'People-Planet' watchgroup Town Council & local NGOs

Goal 6 - clean water and sanitation
produce a water management plan Town Council
encourage rain and grey water collection water butts, public meeting held on 15&16/2
fit 'hippos' to council toilets Town Council
promote a water conservation campaign Town Council

Goal 7 - affordable and clean energy
reduce energy use Town Council
carry out a carbon audit of the Council's assets Town Council/Norse
encourage ESC and housing associations to carry out a carbon audit Town Council
support the development of low carbon and renewable energy sources Town Council
encourage insulation upgrades, the use of clean hydrogen boilers, air and Town Council, ESC, private energy industry, public meeting held on
   ground source heating, solar panels and passive ventilation    15&16/2
erect a turbine Town Council, private energy company

Goal 8 - decent work and economic growth
support local independent shops, businesses and enterprises Choose Woodbridge
reduce business rates for independent shops set up a charity to register with The Princes Trust
switch investments to those supporting renewable energy projects Town Council
divest funds from fossil fuel companies ESC, SCC
establish a local 'Green Technology & Business' group Town Council & Woodbridge Business Association

Goal 11 - sustainable cities and communities
develop nature-based solutions to existing and potential environmental Town Council, local NGOs and DEFRA
   problems
encourage walking, cycling and more sustainable transport Highways Committee
incorporate a riverside cycle path Town Council
introduce a 20mph speed limit Town Clerk has written to SCC seeking funding, awaiting response
introduce 8 car free days each year Town Council/Highways Committee
resist any cuts to public transport bus group formed, Sue Hall transport consultant has been contacted
encourage buses, taxis and HGV's to reduce emissions
encourage our community to move from petrol & diesel to electric vehicles

Goal 12 - responsible consumption and production
encourage locally sourced foods Town Council
encourage a 20% reduction in beef, lamb and dairy consumption Town Council, suggest a vegan day once a week
promote urban agriculture including 50 more allotments Amenities Committee, Transition Woodbridge, WTCCE
promote local organic and permaculture farms WTCCE, Woodbridge Farmers Group
encourage composting Town Council
minimum plastic policy & campaign Town Council, Woodbridge services & retailers
introduce more recycling bins 3/2020 9 double bins installed, Tetrapak and rigid plastic bins ordered
discourage fast fashion buy fewer new clothes, recycle, public meeting held on 15&16/2

Goal 13 - climate action
declare a climate emergency 7/2019 declared 9 7 19
set up a Climate Emergency Committee 9/2019 first meeting held on 3 9 19, terms of reference provided
create a grant pot for carbon reduction schemes 12/2019 £20k secured
provide carbon calculators Town Council

Goal 14 - life below water
reduce marine pollution
protect and restore ecosytems
install water makers

Goal 15 - life on land
biodiversity recovery policy and strategy SWT/ NE/ local ecologists/ conservationists
protect and enhance existing woodland and mature trees Town Council , Transition Woodbridge, WT, local ecologists 
plant 250 trees each year in public spaces 2/2020 agreed to work with Transition Woodbridge, 50 trees obtained, 

   more to be ordered, start tiny forests
rewild and plant trees in roadside verges with permission from SCC
increase new hedgerow planting Town Council
introduce a town bird and insect recovery strategy 2/2020 Town Council, Friends of the Earth, RSPB, Suffolk Wildlife Trust, 

local ecologists, conservationists, public meeting held on 15&16/2
reduce light pollution Planning Committee
the Green Veining Initiative 2/2020 Amenities Committee, Elmhurst Park, public meeting on 15&16/2
the Back Garden Project 2/2020 Transition Woodbridge, public meeting held on 15&16/2

Goal 16 - peace, justice and strong institutions
seek ways to facilitate and encourage our community in reducing emissions2/2020 public meeting held on 15&16/2
Woodbridge Climate Summit meeting 2/2020 held on 15&16/2
future meetings
information sharing via a Facebook page and Twitter Ellie at Transition Woodbridge has been contacted


